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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this capsim answers to comp xm by online. You might not require more time
to spend to go to the book start as capably as search for them. In some cases, you likewise accomplish not discover the proclamation capsim answers
to comp xm that you are looking for. It will very squander the time.
However below, as soon as you visit this web page, it will be consequently definitely easy to get as without difficulty as download guide capsim
answers to comp xm
It will not tolerate many get older as we accustom before. You can complete it while doing something else at home and even in your workplace.
consequently easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we manage to pay for under as with ease as evaluation capsim answers to comp
xm what you with to read!

Learning Theories Simplified - Bob Bates 2019-01-15
Are you struggling to get your head around John Dewey’s educational
pragmatism? What exactly is Jean Piaget saying about cognitive
development? Maybe you’re running out of time and patience making
sense of Carol Dweck’s mindsets? Have you reached breaking point
reading Daniel T. Willingham on educational neuroscience? Written for
busy teachers, trainers, managers and students, this 'dip-in, dip-out'
guide makes theories of learning accessible and practical. It explores 130
classic and contemporary learning theorists in an easy-to-use, bite-sized
format with clear relevant illustrations on how each theory will benefit
teaching and learning. Each model or theory is explained in less than 350
words, followed by a 'how to use it' section. What's new to this edition: A
new early childhood theorists section A new communication theories
section Additional ‘on trend’ theorists throughout New ‘critical view’
features added to each entry.
Comprehensive Business Review - Capsim 2018-08-10
Companion text to Capstone Business Simulation
Telecommunications Directory - 2007

cuttings and a complete test at the end.
500 Social Media Marketing Tips - Andrew Macarthy 2018-12-28
»» Updated SPRING 2019! Always The Newest Social Media Strategy
««Struggling with social media marketing for business? No likes,
comments and clicks, no matter what you try? Feeling overwhelmed or
just don't even know where to begin? This book will help.The key to
success on social media is to build a strong and consistent social media
marketing plan: with ideas that drive brand awareness, attract loyal
customers, and help you reach your business goals - like increasing
website traffic, delivering top customer service, or making sales. And
that's what you'll learn in 500 Social Media Marketing Tips.500 Social
Media Marketing Tips is your guide to social media success for business,
featuring hundreds of actionable strategies for success on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, Snapchat, and more!»»
DOWNLOAD:: 500 Social Media Marketing Tips: Essential Advice, Hints
and Strategy for Business ««The goal of this book is simple: I will show
you how to build and grow a successful social media marketing strategy
for your business. Unlike other books on the subject, 500 Social Media
Marketing Tips is uncluttered and concise to ensure that you'll take away
something valuable every single time you read, whether it's for five
minutes at breakfast, half an hour on your commute, or all day at the
weekend!You will learn:* Why Every Business Needs A Social Media
Marketing Strategy* The Key Foundations For Every Successful Social
Media Marketing Plan* The Most Effective Content to Share on Social
Media (And How to Make It)* Hundreds of Tips to Grow Your Audience
and Succeed on All The Biggest Social Networks: Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest, YouTube, and LinkedIn.* How to Use
Blogging to Underpin and Drive your Social Media Marketing Efforts*
Plus: Access to Over 250 Social Media Marketing Video Tutorials and
FREE Monthly Book Updates Forever (Kindle version only)»» Ready to
Kick Start Your Social Media Marketing? ««Join over 80,000 people are
already using 500 Social Media Marketing Tips to make the most of
everything social media has to offer your business. Download now to stop
worrying and, in no time, start seeing the benefits that a strong social
media strategy can deliver.Scroll to the top of the page and select the
"buy now" button.
Moon of the Crusted Snow - Waubgeshig Rice 2018-10-02
A daring post-apocalyptic novel from a powerful rising literary voice With
winter looming, a small northern Anishinaabe community goes dark. Cut
off, people become passive and confused. Panic builds as the food supply
dwindles. While the band council and a pocket of community members
struggle to maintain order, an unexpected visitor arrives, escaping the
crumbling society to the south. Soon after, others follow. The community
leadership loses its grip on power as the visitors manipulate the tired and
hungry to take control of the reserve. Tensions rise and, as the months
pass, so does the death toll due to sickness and despair. Frustrated by
the building chaos, a group of young friends and their families turn to the
land and Anishinaabe tradition in hopes of helping their community
thrive again. Guided through the chaos by an unlikely leader named Evan
Whitesky, they endeavor to restore order while grappling with a grave
decision. Blending action and allegory, Moon of the Crusted Snow
upends our expectations. Out of catastrophe comes resilience. And as
one society collapses, another is reborn.
Gas Dynamics (work Book) - Ethirajan Rathakrishnan 2010

The Value Frontier - ALEX D. STEIN 2018-05-07
Pygmy Kitabu - Alex Pelle 1975
Industrial Maintenance and Mechatronics - Shawn A. Ballee
2018-09-18
"Industrial Maintenance and Mechatronics provides support for an
Industrial Technology Maintenance (ITM) program. It covers the
principal industrial technology disciplines, with a focus on electrical
systems and electronic controls. It provides students with the necessary
knowledge for entry-level positions in industrial maintenance and
prepares them for NIMS Level 1 credentialing"-Information Bombardment - Nick Bontis 2011
"Information Bombardment" provides proven, real-world solutions for
proactively managing the onslaught of information we face each day both
in and out of the office. Dr. Nick Bontis weaves humor and personal
stories with industry best practices and uses a simple framework of
multilevel analysis to show you how to transform this real threat to
productivity into an inimitable and sustainable competitive advantage for
you and your organization. By teaching you how to work smarter, not
harder, Dr. Bontis essentially gives you back your time. It is nothing
short of amazing. It's Time to Work Smarter, Not Harder! o Improve your
ability to sort through all of the e-mails, tweets, posts, instant messages,
Web sites and other digital items that overload you o De-stress your life
so that you can eliminate information-induced pressure, stress, anxiety,
fear and other health-related problems o Reprioritize and simplify your
informational sources so you can accelerate productivity and lift
performance to higher levels o Speed up innovation through increased
collaboration among your team members, colleagues and other
stakeholders o Achieve industry-leading competitiveness by harvesting
the full intellectual capital potential of your organization o Leverage key
learning insights to stay ahead of the technological challenges that will
face knowledge workers in the future
Strategic Management - Gregory G. Dess 2009-02
CeMAP 2 Revision Guide - Paul Archer 2010-12-19
Archer Training's CeMAP 2 Revision Guide is an excellent addition to
your ifs School of Finance study material. Used by hundreds of people
before you, this Guide helps you to understand the exam syllabus easily
and speedily. 200 pages of bullet points, graphs, cartoons, newspaper
capsim-answers-to-comp-xm

Trying to Find Chinatown - David Henry Hwang 2000
A major collection by the preeminent Asian-American playwright.
Grandad Mandela - Ambassador Zindzi Mandela 2018-06-28
"...profoundly moving..." -Publishers Weekly Nelson Mandela’s two great1/4
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grandchildren ask their grandmother, Mandela’s youngest daughter, 15
questions about their grandad – the global icon of peace and forgiveness
who spent 27 years in prison. They learn that he was a freedom fighter
who put down his weapons for the sake of peace, and who then became
the President of South Africa and a Nobel Peace Prize-winner, and
realise that they can continue his legacy in the world today. Seen
through a child’s perspective, and authored jointly by Nelson Mandela's
great-grandchildren and daughter, this amazing story is told as never
before to celebrate what would have been Nelson's Mandela 100th
birthday.
Liberty University Busi 330 Revised - Rudelius Kerin Hartley 2013

countries is changing dramatically as the recent liberalizations revitalize
stagnant domestic capital markets and permit increased access to
overseas markets. With this trend evi
Mathematical Models in Agriculture - J. H. M. Thornley 2007
Role of mathematical models; Dynamic deterministic models;
Mathematical programming; Basic biological processes; Growth
functions; Simple dynamic growth models; Simple ecological models;
Envinment and weather; Plant and crop processes; Crop models; Crop
husbandry; Plant diseases and pests; Animal processes; Animal organs;
Whole-animal models; Animal products; Animal husbandry; Animal
diseases; Solutions exercises; Mathematical glossary.
The Hand That Trembles - Kjell Eriksson 2011-08-02
"Kjell Eriksson's crime novels are among the very best." —Henning
Mankell A Swedish county commissioner walks out of a high-level
meeting and disappears. Many years later, one of the town's natives is
convinced that he's caught a glimpse of the missing man while traveling
in Bangalore, India. When the rumors reach his hometown, a veteran
police officer stumbles across a seemingly unrelated case. Ann Lindell,
Eriksson's series detective, must investigate a severed female foot found
where a striking number of inhabitants are single men. But the owner of
the house where the victim believed to have lived is no longer able to
answer any questions....
Simply Laura Lea - Laura Lea 2020-04-07
Featuring recipes drawn from familiar classic dishes and new favorites,
Laura Lea's new book, Simply Laura Lea, offers delicious home-cooked
food without sacrificing healthy eating.
Fundamentals of Fibre-Reinforced Soil Engineering - Sanjay Kumar
Shukla 2017-01-16
This book is intended to serve as a one-stop reference on fibre-reinforced
soils. Over the past 30-35 years, the engineering behaviour of randomly
distributed/oriented fibre-reinforced soil, also called simply fibrereinforced soil, has been investigated in detail by researchers and
engineers worldwide. Waste fibres (plastic waste fibres, old tyre fibres,
etc.) create disposal and environmental problems. Utilization of such
fibres in construction can help resolve these concerns. Research studies
and some field applications have shown that the fibres can be utilized in
large quantities in geotechnical and civil engineering applications in a
cost-effective and environmentally friendly manner. This book covers a
complete description of fibres, their effects when included within a soil
or other similar materials such as the fly ash, and their field applications.
It gives a detailed view of fibre-reinforced soil engineering. The book will
be useful to students, professional, and researchers alike, and can also
serve as a text for graduate coursework and professional development
programs
Intro to Business: a Primer - Capsim 2016-09-07
Companion text to CapsimCore Business Simulation
The Handbook of Cannabis Therapeutics - Ethan B. Russo 2014-05-22
Learn the facts behind the pharmacology and pharmacokinetics of
controversial cannabis therapeutics The Handbook of Cannabis
Therapeutics: From Bench to Bedside sets aside the condemnation and
hysteria of society’s view of cannabis to concentrate on the medically
sound aspects of cannabis therapeutics. The world’s foremost experts
provide a reasoned, thoroughly researched overview of the controversial
subject of cannabis, from its history as a medicine through its latest
therapeutic uses. The latest studies on the botany, history, biochemistry,
pharmacology, toxicology, clinical use for various illnesses such as AIDS,
epilepsy, and multiple sclerosis, and side effects of marijuana are all
examined and discussed in depth. This comprehensive resource is a
compendium of articles from the Journal of Cannabis Therapeutics—with
additional contemporary commentary. It presents startling research that
explores and supports the medicinal value of cannabis use and its
derivatives as a valid therapeutic resource for pain and inflammation, for
several illnesses less responsive to other therapies, and even for certain
veterinary uses. Cannabinoids such as nabilone, THC, levonantradol,
ajulemic acid, dexanabinal, and others are extensively described, with a
review of new indications for cannabinoid pharmaceuticals. The book is
carefully referenced to encourage your examination of previous studies
and provides tables and figures to enhance understanding of information.
The Handbook of Cannabis Therapeutics discusses: the uses of cannabis
in Arabic, Greek, Roman, and early English medicines absorption rates
pharmacokinetics pharmacodynamics separate extracts versus the use of
cannabis in its entirety the therapeutic value of the endocannabinoid
system cannabinoids and newborn feeding a comparison of smoking
versus oral preparations clinical research data on eating cannabis
therapeutic uses as appetite stimulant treatments in obstetrics and

Strategy - Cornelis A. De Kluyver 2012
"A short, up-to-date, practitioner oriented guide to strategy formulation,
this text is designed for practicing executives who are getting ready to
assume broader responsibilities and for MBA and EMBA students who
aspire to top management responsibilities."--publisher website.
Get Your Share - Julie Stav 2003-12-30
Financial planner and broker Julie Stav has been helping women get rich
for years. Now she offers her hands-on techniques and inspiring advice
in a book that simplifies the stock market and puts a new world of wealth
within reach. And with updated information—including current
examples, the hottest new websites, and more—this smart, sensible, and
down-to-earth book is the ideal guide for women who want to invest in
their dreams.
Growth from Chaos - Michael L. Pettus 2003
Pettus shows how a specific sequencing of resource decisions will allow
firms in any industry to grow faster than competitors despite
environmental shocks.
Strategic Analysis and Action - Joseph N. Fry 1986
Illustrates the vital components of effective website design. Two leading
representatives from the web design industry (Paul Andrews of Abstract
Art P/L and Simon Bowden design P/L) shed light on the approaches they
take in developing an online presence for their clients.
Strategic Management Seminar - 1991
Perspectives on Pragmatics and Philosophy - Alessandro Capone
2013-11-26
This book is about the pragmatics of language and it illustrates how
pragmatics transcends the boundaries of linguistics. This volume covers
Gricean pragmatics as well as topics including: conversation and
collective belief, the norm of assertion, speech acts, what a context is,
the distinction between semantics and pragmatics and implicature and
explicature, pragmatics and epistemology, the pragmatics of belief,
quotation, negation, implicature and argumentation theory, Habermas’
Universal Pragmatics, Dascal’s theory of the dialectical self, theories and
theoretical discussions on the nature of pragmatics from a philosophical
point of view. Conversational implicatures are generally meaning
augmentations on top of explicatures, whilst explicatures figure
prominently in what is said. Discussions in this work reveal their
characteristics and tensions within current theories relating to
explicatures and implicatures. Authors show that explicatures and
implicatures are calculable and not (directly) tied to conventional
meaning. Pragmatics has a role to play in dealing with philosophical
problems and this volume presents research that defines boundaries and
gives a stable picture of pragmatics and philosophy. World renowned
academic experts in philosophy and pragmalinguistics ask important
theoretical questions and interact in a way that can be easily grasped by
those from disciplines other than philosophy, such as anthropology,
literary theory and law. A second volume in this series is also available,
which covers the perspective of linguists who have been influenced by
philosophy.
Biology 12 - 2011
The 2003 CAP Reform - 2004
Dynamic Capabilities and Strategic Management - David J. Teece
2009
How do firms grow? How do firms compete? An influential answer to
these fundamental questions of business strategy lies in the concept of
dynamic capabilities. David Teece provides a clear statement of his ideas,
and a framework for managers wishing to assess their organization's
strategy.
Debt Or Equity? - Jack D. Glen 1994-01-01
IFC Discussion Paper No. 22. Corporate finance in emerging market
capsim-answers-to-comp-xm
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gynecology medicinal treatments used in Jamaica the use of cannabis in
the treatment of multiple sclerosis the benefits versus the adverse side
effects of cannabis use The Handbook of Cannabis Therapeutics is a
reference work certain to become crucial to physicians, psychologists,
researchers, biochemists, graduate students, and interested members of
the public.
R&D Decisions - Alice Belcher 2002-09-11
R&D Decisions, Strategy, Policy and Innovations explores how research
and development decisions affect all of us. They are linked inextricably to
the performance of firms and of economics as a whole. Their importance
means that they are of concern to a large number of practitioners, policymakers and researchers. This book demonstrates the range of issues and
perspectives which R&D can encompass and at the same time brings out
the elements which unite them. The papers in this book are organized
into three main sections: * Strategy and Organization explores the
importance of R&D and of the structures and strategies of individual
organizations. The emerging 'core competence paradigm' is especially
noted. * Policy and Performance looks at what new thinking on R&D
more generally implies for government policy and the performance of
industries, regions and economies. * Disclosure and the Market examines
issues raised by changing regulations on the disclosure of R&D
expenditure.
Horngren's Accounting - Tracie L Miller-Nobles 2016-03-15
Horngren's Accounting presents the core content of the accounting
course in a fresh format designed to help today's learner succeed. The
often difficult and intimidating topics in introductory accounting courses
are reinforced with a wide variety of exercises and problems allowing
students to practice similar questions many times until the concepts are
clear. Instructors are able to deliver their course with ease using any
delivery method--traditional, self-paced, or online--and students will learn
and practice accounting in a variety of ways that meet their learning
needs and study preferences. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyManagementLab does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyManagementLab,
ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID.
Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If
you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyManagementLab, search for: 0134213106 / 9780134213101
Horngren's Accounting, Volume 1, Tenth Canadian Edition Plus
MyAccountingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 10/e
Package consists of: 0134180305 / 9780133855371 Horngren's
Accounting, Volume 1, Tenth Canadian Edition 0134308344 /
9780134180304 MyAccountingLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack
Access Card -- for Horngren's Accounting, Volume 1, Tenth Canadian
Edition
Meow Libs - Mad Libs 2015-05-26
Mad Libs is the world’s greatest word game and the perfect gift for
anyone who likes to laugh! Write in the missing words on each page to
create your own hilariously funny stories all about cats. Our Meow Libs
will keep you and your ADJECTIVE cat purring with laughter! With 21
“fill-in-the-blank” stories about our feline friends and all their habits,
claws, hisses and purrs, there’s enough laughs inside to fill a kitty litter
box! Play alone, in a group or at your local pet store! Mad Libs are a fun
family activity recommended for ages 8 to NUMBER. Meow Libs
includes: - Silly stories: 21 "fill-in-the-blank" stories all about purrfect
felines! - Language arts practice: Mad Libs are a great way to build
reading comprehension and grammar skills. - Fun With Friends: each
story is a chance for friends to work together to create unique stories!
Strategic Management - Gregory G. Dess 2007
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: Creating Competitive Advantages, 3/e, by
Dess, Lumpkin, and Eisner, responds to the demands of today’s rapidly
changing and unpredictable global marketplace that students will face
when they enter the business world. The concepts-only text provides
students with a timely, rigorous, and relevant book written in an
engaging manner to spur their interest and excitement. This book
provides a solid treatment of traditional topics in strategic management
as well as contemporary topics such as entrepreneurship, knowledge
management, and e-commerce and internet strategies. Numerous
applications from business practice plus sidebars (approximately six per
chapter) bring key concepts to life. Instructors can create their own case
volumes for use with Strategic Management 3rd Edition from a variety of
source- pre-selected case packets, customizing from a recommended set
which have been carefully mapped to the chapter concepts, or from the
entire Primis database which features cases from Harvard, Darden,
INSEAD, Ivey, and other reputable sources.
capsim-answers-to-comp-xm

Risk-Based Ship Design - Apostolos Papanikolaou 2009-04-09
Risk-based ship design is a new scientific and engineering field of
growing interest to researchers, engineers and professionals from
various disciplines related to ship design, construction, operation and
regulation. The main motivation to use risk-based approaches is twofold:
implement a novel ship design which is considered safe but - for some
formal, regulatory reason - cannot be approved today and/or rationally
optimize an existing design with respect to safety, without compromising
on efficiency and performance. It is a clear direction that all future
technological and regulatory (International Maritime Organisation)
developments regarding ship design and operation will go through riskbased procedures, which are known and well established in other
industries (e.g. nuclear, aviation). The present book derives from the
knowledge gained in the course of the project SAFEDOR (Design,
Operation and Regulation for Safety), an Integrated Project under the
6th framework programme of the European Commission (IP 516278).
The book aims to provide an understanding of the fundamentals and
details of the integration of risk-based approaches into the ship design
process. The book facilitates the transfer of knowledge from recent
research work to the wider maritime community and advances scientific
approaches dealing with risk-based design and ship safety.
Ship Design - Apostolos Papanikolaou 2014-09-16
This book deals with ship design and in particular with methodologies of
the preliminary design of ships. The book is complemented by a basic
bibliography and five appendices with useful updated charts for the
selection of the main dimensions and other basic characteristics of
different types of ships (Appendix A), the determination of hull form from
the data of systematic hull form series (Appendix B), the detailed
description of the relational method for the preliminary estimation of
ship weights (Appendix C), a brief review of the historical evolution of
shipbuilding science and technology from the prehistoric era to date
(Appendix D) and finally a historical review of regulatory developments
of ship's damage stability to date (Appendix E). The book can be used as
textbook for ship design courses or as additional reading for university or
college students of naval architecture courses and related disciplines; it
may also serve as a reference book for naval architects, practicing
engineers of related disciplines and ship officers, who like to enter the
ship design field systematically or to use practical methodologies for the
estimation of ship's main dimensions and of other ship main properties
and elements of ship design.
32 Candles - Ernessa T. Carter 2011-06-28
Davie Jones—an ugly duckling growing up in small-town Mississippi with
a mother who couldn't get any meaner—is positive her life couldn't be
any worse. Just when she's resigned herself to her fate, she sees a movie
that will change her life—Sixteen Candles. But in her case, life doesn't
imitate art. Tormented in school and hopelessly in unrequited love with a
handsome football player, Davie finds it bittersweet to dream of Molly
Ringwald endings. When a cruel school prank goes too far, Davie leaves
the life she knows and reinvents herself in the glittery world of
Hollywood—as a beautiful and successful lounge singer. Just as she's
about to ride off into the L.A. sunset, the past comes back with a
vengeance, threatening to crush Davie's dreams—and break her heart
again. With wholly original characters and a cinematic storyline, 32
Candles introduces Ernessa T. Carter, a new voice in fiction with smarts,
attitude, and sassiness to spare.
Radio Frequency and Microwave Electronics Illustrated - Matthew M.
Radmanesh 2001
Foreword by Dr. Asad Madni, C. Eng., Fellow IEEE, Fellow IEE Learn the
fundamentals of RF and microwave electronics visually, using many
thoroughly tested, practical examples RF and microwave technology are
essential throughout industry and to a world of new applications-in
wireless communications, in Direct Broadcast TV, in Global Positioning
System (GPS), in healthcare, medical and many other sciences. Whether
you're seeking to strengthen your skills or enter the field for the first
time, Radio Frequency and Microwave Electronics Illustrated is the
fastest way to master every key measurement, electronic, and design
principle you need to be effective. Dr. Matthew Radmanesh uses easy
mathematics and a highly graphical approach with scores of examples to
bring about a total comprehension of the subject. Along the way, he
clearly introduces everything from wave propagation to impedance
matching in transmission line circuits, microwave linear amplifiers to
hard-core nonlinear active circuit design in Microwave Integrated
Circuits (MICs). Coverage includes: A scientific framework for learning
RF and microwaves easily and effectively Fundamental RF and
microwave concepts and their applications The characterization of two3/4
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port networks at RF and microwaves using S-parameters Use of the
Smith Chart to simplify analysis of complex design problems Key design
considerations for microwave amplifiers: stability, gain, and noise
Workable considerations in the design of practical active circuits:
amplifiers, oscillators, frequency converters, control circuits RF and
Microwave Integrated Circuits (MICs) Novel use of "live math" in circuit
analysis and design Dr. Radmanesh has drawn upon his many years of
practical experience in the microwave industry and educational arena to
introduce an exceptionally wide range of practical concepts and design
methodology and techniques in the most comprehensible fashion.
Applications include small-signal, narrow-band, low noise, broadband
and multistage transistor amplifiers; large signal/high power amplifiers;
microwave transistor oscillators, negative-resistance circuits, microwave
mixers, rectifiers and detectors, switches, phase shifters and attenuators.
The book is intended to provide a workable knowledge and intuitive
understanding of RF and microwave electronic circuit design. Radio
Frequency and Microwave Electronics Illustrated includes a
comprehensive glossary, plus appendices covering key symbols, physical
constants, mathematical identities/formulas, classical laws of electricity
and magnetism, Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) examples and more.
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About the Web Site The accompanying web site has an "E-Book"
containing actual design examples and methodology from the text, in
Microsoft Excel environment, where files can easily be manipulated with
fresh data for a new design.
Science Focus 2 - Greg Rickard 2009
The Science Focus Second Edition is the complete science package for
the teaching of the New South Wales Stage 4 and 5 Science Syllabus.
The Science Focus Second Edition package retains the identified
strengths of the highly successful First Edition and includes a number of
new and exciting features, improvements and components. The student
book includes: Chapter opening pages which include the key prescribed
focus area for the chapter and a clear distinction between essential and
additional content; Updated and revised content, photos, illustrations
and 'science clip' boxes in a format that is easy to read and follow; Unit
questions under headings that are structured in a hierarchical
progression using Bloom's Revised Taxonomy; Additional questions
which include research, creative writing, investigations and internet
activities; Practical activities at the end of each unit allowing teachers to
choose when to do practical work.; Student CD which contains an
electronic version of the student book.
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